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BATHROOM VANITIES FOR SMALL BATHROOM
Any bathroom is incomplete without proper bathroom vanities. They give the bathroom a beautiful look apart from providing storage space. You can find
four different types of bathroom vanity varieties. The first one is wall mounted, like a medicine cabinet. The second is the open shelf kind with either corner
shelving or a surface mounted one. If you are looking for extra space then you can have the over the toilet type of vanity. Lastly, there are the closet type of
vanities that can be used like a linen closet, the freestanding ones which stand next to the sink reach up to the ceiling, the built in ones and the tower type with
baskets.

Small bathrooms are usually found in apartments, in homes that have what are known as half baths, and in situations where a bathroom is needed, but not
much space is available. Vanities for the bathroom come in many different styles, but many of them are meant for bathrooms that are regular sized.

With a small bathroom, it often seems like not much more can fit inside the bathroom other than a toilet, sink, and mirror. What do you do if you want to
remodel a small bathroom to include a bathroom vanity? Corner bathroom vanities are the answer for this type of design dilemma. The best place to find a
large variety of these types of vanities is on the internet at various sites that specialize in bathroom vanities.

There are two different styles that come in vanities. The first kind is the vanity cabinets which are traditional to look at and give a formal look to your
bathroom. The other style is the frameless vanity cabinet also called European style. To achieve a more contemporary look you can go for these styles suitable
for modern type of bathrooms. The hinges on these vanities are completely hidden from view.

Websites that specialize in bathroom vanities will offer vanities in antique, traditional, and contemporary designs. When you order a bathroom vanity online
you will be able to choose from a larger selection of styles than if you were to go to a retail store. Even better is that often times vanities are offered to you at
marked down factory-direct prices on the internet.

 


